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Even sickness can be used for political, discriminatory and sectarian aims. 

Around mid-February 2020, Chakrapani Maharaj, who is the President of the Indian fundamentalist party “All
India Hindu Mahasabha”[1] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn1), asserted that “corona is not a
virus, but an angry avatar who came into the world to punish those who eat meat and to protect poor people”[2]
(//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn2).     

This Party has actually one delegate in the Lok Sabha of Parliament of India[3] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-
B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn3)  and represents the right wing of Bharatiya Janata Party, the party which won the 2019
elections and leads the country since 2014 with the Prime Minister Narendra Modi[4] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-
BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn4).  

On last Saturday (14th March 2020), the “Hindu Mahasabha” gathered 200 people in order to drink cow urine to
prevent the infection caused by the CoVid-19. The embellishment of the participants characterized this meeting so
much that one of them stated firmly that: “we have been drinking cow urine for 21 years; we also take bath in cow
dung. We have never felt the need to consume English medicine”.  

As is typical of other populist movements[5] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn5), “Hindu
Mahasabha” use symbols and imagines capturing the attention, especially of less educated people. Indeed, during
the above-mentioned party, Chakrapani Maharaj wanted to be photographed as he turned the cow’s urine with a
spoon into a saucepan and served it in the glasses of the diners, while a caricature of the virus’s cell standed out in
the background of the photo with the inscriptions “Save Animals, Save Life”.    

Thus, the virus becomes the pretext for politically fighting against those who eat cow meat: especially against
Indian Muslim minority. This approach is compliant with what the Hindu movement has done with regard to
killing cows. While several Indian states banned the slaughter of cows, an army of Hindu young voluntary men
formed to defend the cow from those who usually kill her to the cry “the cow is the mother of the world”[6]
(//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn6). This religious and political fanaticism identifies itself by the
color of dresses which men and women wear: the yellow-orange saffron. Scholars have indeed described the
growth of Hindu nationalist movements as the “saffron wave”[7] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-
B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn7).

Fortunately, while nationalist movements were joking around with the cow’s urine, the public institutions – as the
Government of Delhi or the Archeological Survey of India – imposed strong restrictions to avoid commercial,
cultural, political and religious gatherings[8] (//E8568A95-2789-47A0-BEE5-B7AB2F9D1054#_ftn8).

* (//24CE1D3D-AD38-4926-84F8-FA0DDDF1D51C#_ftnref1) Researcher fellow in Law and Religion at the
University of Pisa (Italy).
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